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Twenty-four of the Buddha's most distinguished disciples are brought to life in ten chapters of rich

narration. They include monks who were very close to him throughout his life, including Sariputta

and Mahamoggallana; his cousin and companion Ananda; his principal women disciples, including

the nun Isidasi and his lay disciple, the courtesan Ambapali; and the serial killer Angulimala, whose

character was transformed after meeting the Buddha. Drawn from a wide range of authentic Pali

sources, the material in these stories has never before been assembled in a single volume. Through

these engaging tales - incorporating both historical material and myth - we meet all manner of

human beings - rich, poor, male, female, young, old - whose unique stories are told with an eye to

the details of ordinary human concerns. When heard with careful attention, these stories can

sharpen our understanding of the Buddhist path by allowing us to contemplate the living portraits of

the people who fulfilled the early Buddhist ideals of human perfection. Other characters include the

nuns Nanda and Visakha and the monks Anuruddha and Mahakaccana. Great Disciples of the

Buddha allows the listener to easily place each student in the larger picture of Buddha's life and

provides a glimpse into the lives and personalities of those who lived, knew and followed the

Buddha as he walked the paths of India 2,500 years ago, teaching wherever he went.
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Wonderful book....really details the disciples



An incredible compilation of extraordinary inspiration. Such incredible feats of humanity are

presented in a most simple matter of fact manner, without any hype. Poignant and powerful at the

same time. A must read. A must know. Gratitude to all those who put this book together!

5stars

The book collects information both from the Canon and from commentaries to give a full account of

the individuals that were closer to the Buddha in his lifetime. Quite naturally most of the accounts

regard the period BEFORE enlightenment, for those that eventually got there as the list includes

people in most parts of the path (Arahat, Anagamin, Ekagamin, Sotapatti) including Mallika, wife of

King Pasanadi, which not even entered it.

As one can expect from this author and publisher, this book deserves a place on your bookshelf.

Most of the books in this series are quite expensive whereas this one can occasionally be found in

the under $20 category if you have patience and a little time. A great reference that gives life to

many of those hard to pronounce names encountered when studying The Pali Canon or other

books in general about Buddhism and its teachings.

These are the lives of the great disciples. You probably won't like all of them. I was hoping for less

magic, but there is no denying that it was an essential part of the earliest understandings of the

Buddha's teachings.

Great book to find out more detail about Buddha's disciples.

Buddha was one of the greatest human beings that have ever existed on this planet but his work

and legacy will not survive alone without the great contribution of his disciples. In this book, you can

easy learn and understand the roll of each and every person which was close to the Buddha or his

teachings and who made his/her best effort to give continuity to the great legacy of Siddharta

Gotama
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